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Abstract
The contribution of coherent structures (CSs) to daytime buoyancy heat flux was calculated
for three forest sites in the Amazon region and a wetland site. Ejections and sweeps had
similar contributions to fluxes at all sites, and when decomposing this contribution in scales,
the resulting spectra were narrower for the forests. When accounting for times scales from 10
to 200s, CSs contributed to approximately 80% of fluxes for Caxiuanã forest site, with lower
values for other locations. Among the forest, the contribution for the Jaru site was the lowest
(≈66%) due to peak of contribution being close to 200s.

Keywords: turbulence; coherent structures; eddy covariance method; wavelet analysis;
Pantanal wetland; Amazon forest

1. Introduction

Global climate models of the exchanges of heat, mass
and energy between the atmosphere, oceans and the bio-
sphere take into account different scales in the temporal
and spatial domains. Large-scale circulations (merid-
ional or zonal) account for most of the exchanges of
heat and mass between different layers of the tropo-
sphere and the terrestrial surface, while circulations
in the ocean account for the transport between the
equator and the poles (Hartmann, 1994). To investi-
gate the interaction between the troposphere and the
terrestrial vegetation in finer spatial scales, so that
cloud formation processes are known, for example, it
is then required that different methodologies are used
to estimate the exchanges of energy and mass in the
atmospheric boundary layer, the lower part of the tro-
posphere. The exchanges of energy and mass in the
boundary-layer are mostly associated with eddies of dif-
ferent sizes, and the turbulent fluxes associated with
them. The characterization of such motions and fluxes
is crucial to the parameterization of global climate mod-
els or the so-called large-eddy simulations, examples of
methodologies that expand the knowledge of fluxes over
larger spatial scales.

Coherent structures over plant canopies are manifes-
tations of organized eddies that are part of the flow over
forests and other kinds of vegetated surfaces (Raupach
and Thom, 1981; Raupach et al., 1996; Finnigan, 2000).
Coherent motions are assumed to be caused by instabil-
ities in the flow over the canopy, which are related to the

vertical profile of wind speed (Brunet and Irvine, 2000).
This profile has an inflection point just above the canopy
top separating two layers of the flow with different wind
speed. The height of the inflection point over Amazon
forest sites was reported before as changing during the
day (Sá and Pacheco, 2006) and to modulate the dura-
tion of coherent structures (Dias Júnior et al., 2013).

During the last decades, the contribution of such orga-
nized features to the vertical fluxes of scalars or energy
was calculated over many different vegetated surfaces.
While a major – 80% or more – contribution to fluxes
is reported in some works (Bergstrom and Hogstrom,
1989; Gao et al., 1989 Hogstrom and Bergstrom, 1996),
other experiments and data analysis result in a lower
fraction – 40% – of fluxes associated with the orga-
nized motions passing over the canopy (Lu and Fitzjar-
rald, 1994). In addition, other works report that different
methods of detection or accounting of coherent motions
might result in different contributions to fluxes (Thomas
and Foken, 2007; Zeri and Sá, 2011a). In this work, we
report on the contribution of coherent structures over
four sites: one in a wetland region, already described in
Zeri and Sá (2011a), and three forest sites in the Ama-
zon (Jaru, Manaus and Caxiuanã).

The results were also analyzed in context to the level
of stationarity found in each site. The stationarity is
important so that coherent structures are well defined,
besides being a key component among the factors
influencing the contribution of organized motions to
fluxes. In fact, Li and Fu (2013) used the Telegraph
Approximation (TA) method to quantify the effects
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of nonstationarity (NS) on clustering of turbulence on
time series of vertical velocity. The authors found that,
under conditions with high NS, large-scale structures
are more frequent in the time series, which could
be caused by the stable stratification, gravity waves,
or vertical wind shear, as suggested also by Mahrt
(2011). Turbulence under very stable stratification
regimes can be caused by wave motions (Mahrt, 2011),
while small sub-mesoscale motions, with time scales
of a few minutes, make it difficult to establish an
equilibrium between turbulence and the influence of
NS (Conangla et al., 2008). This could generate an
interaction between large and small scales, causing
NS in certain scales of motion, such as the typical
duration of coherent structures. Large-scale motions
generate intermittency in the time series, with calm
periods followed by strong turbulent activity and large
departures from the mean. Thus, periods with high
levels of intermittency and NS will likely be associated
with coherent structures with longer time scales.

2. Site and data

The analysis was applied to four datasets: three of them
from forest sites in the Amazon and one from a wetland
site in the Pantanal region, Brazil (Figure 1 and Table 1).
The first forest site was located in the Jaru Biological
Reserve, in the southwestern part of the Amazon. Mea-
surements were carried out using a three-dimensional
(3D) sonic anemometer (model Solent 1012R2; Gill
Instruments, UK), installed at 63.4 m and operating
at 10.4 Hz. This site will be referred as Jaru63_dry.
The second forest site was located within the Cuieiras
Reserve, near the city of Manaus, AM. The dataset from
this site will be referred as Manaus_dry. Measurements
were carried out on a 50-m tall tower mounted on a
plateau, with an eddy covariance system installed at
53.1 m. The sonic anemometer (model Solent 1012R2;
Gill Instruments, UK) was set to record at 10 Hz. The
third forest site is called Caxiuana_dry – and it was
located inside a national reserve in the state of Pará,
northeast of the Amazon region. Measurements were
taken at 57 m above the canopy using a 3D sonic
anemometer (model CSAT3, Campbell Scientific, Utah,
USA) operating at 20 Hz. At all forest sites, canopy
height was reported to be ≈35 m, with some trees reach-
ing up to 50 m. Additional information about Amazo-
nian sites is described in Andreae et al. (2002). The
wetland site was located in the Pantanal region, west-
ern Brazil, in the state of Mato Grosso do Sul. The
measurement site is located at the southern region of
Pantanal wetland, near the city of Corumbá. The veg-
etation is typical of the savannah, composed of shrubs
and sparsely covered by trees that are ≈16 m high. Data
were collected using a 3D sonic anemometer (model
CSAT3; Campbell Scientific, Inc., Utah, UT, USA)
operating at 16 Hz. Detailed information about all sites
can be seen in Table 1.

Figure 1. Site locations over the Amazon region. Picture in the
background from composite of Terra/MODIS sensor and USGS
topography data (http://visibleearth.nasa.gov/).

3. Methodology

Buoyancy heat flux was calculated using the eddy-
covariance technique. The coordinate system was
rotated using a two-dimensional (2D) scheme, where
the horizontal components of wind velocity are aligned
with the main wind direction and the vertical compo-
nent is forced to zero (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994). The
planar-fit scheme for coordinate rotation was not used
here as long-term time series of wind speed were not
available to obtain the rotation factors with confidence
(Lee, 1998; Wilczak et al., 2001). For this reason,
the 2D rotation was used for all sites. Sensible heat
flux is calculated as H = 𝜌cpw′T ′, where 𝜌 is the air
density, cp is the specific heat of air, and w′ and T ′ are
deviations from the mean for the vertical velocity and
air temperature, respectively. No direct high-frequency
measurements of water vapor were available for the
Pantanal site. For that reason, temperature and kine-
matic fluxes could not be corrected for the effects of
air humidity and density (Webb et al., 1980; Schotanus
et al., 1983). Hence, the heat flux will be referred to
as the buoyancy heat flux, as the sonic temperature is
approximately equal to the virtual temperature (Kaimal
and Gaynor, 1991; Liu and Foken, 2001). High fre-
quency measurements of water vapor at the forest sites
were not used so that the same methodology applied to
Pantanal could be used at all sites.

Stationarity of time series is a fundamental require-
ment when measuring fluxes using instruments fixed
on a tower, just like the eddy covariance method. The
flow should not change substantially when passing by
the tower, so that Taylor’s ‘frozen turbulence’ hypothe-
sis is valid, i.e. measurements taken on a fixed location
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Table 1. Information on sites, data and measurements.

Site Location
Altitude (m,

above sea level)
Canopy

height (m)
Measurement

height (m)
Period of

data

Jaru 10∘11′21.27′′S, 61∘52′15.17′′W 145 35 63.4 Sep–Nov, 2002
Pantanal 19∘34′S, 57∘01′W 80 16 21.0 Jul–Nov, 2002
Manaus 2∘36′32.67′′S, 60∘12′33.48′′W 130 35 53.1 Jul–Sep, 2011
Caxiuanã 1∘42′30′′S, 51∘31′45′′W 62 32 57.0 Jul–Sep, 2005

are representative of the flow passing over the surface
(Stull, 1988). The stationarity of a time series is a mea-
sure of how the statistical moments (mean, variance,
skewness) change over time during a certain period
(Wilks, 1995). The rate of stationarity can be calcu-
lated in many ways, such as in Cava et al. (2014) or
Mahrt (1998), but the comparison between methods
goes beyond the scope of this paper. Stationarity in this
work was calculated by dividing a time series x into
blocks of 5 min, then calculating 5-min means and aver-
aging them into BA, i.e. the average of all blocks (Foken
and Wichura, 1996; Vickers and Mahrt, 1997). This
average is then compared with the total average of the
time series, TA. When the ratio BA/TA is close to unity,
then short-term variability is small and the series is con-
sidered stationary. When BA/TA deviates from unity,
variability in the small blocks reduces the stationarity
of the time series.

The contribution of ejections and sweeps to the heat
flux was calculated using the quadrant analysis, a
method where the flux is calculated using the departures
of vertical velocity, w′, and temperature, T ′, located
in specific quadrants of a w–T scatter plot (Wallace
et al., 1972; Gao et al., 1989; Thomas et al., 2008). In
this method, ejections are associated with positive w′

and sweeps with negative w′. In combination with the
sign of T ′, some quadrants are associated with warm
updrafts (w′ > 0, T ′ > 0) or cold downdrafts (w′ < 0,
T ′ < 0). The flux of heat associated with warm or cold
events is then calculated using only the departures in
the respective quadrants. In this work, the fractions
of sweeps and ejections were calculated for different
time scales by decomposing the signals of w and T
using wavelet analysis, and then performing the quad-
rant analysis for each scale.

Wavelet analysis has been used in many publications
in the last decades as it provides a unique way of visu-
alizing the different harmonics, or frequencies, in time
series (Daubechies, 1992; Farge, 1992). The method is
recommended for time series with non-periodic events,
such as the turbulent motions over forests. Applica-
tions included analysis of time series of climatology
(Torrence and Compo, 1998), the investigations of
the time scales of turbulence and wavelike motions
over forests (Collineau and Brunet, 1993; Thomas
and Foken, 2005; Zeri and Sá, 2011c), and applica-
tions to time series of river levels (Sá et al., 1998).
The signals of vertical velocity and air temperature
were decomposed using orthogonal wavelets (using
the Daubechies mother wavelet), which are fast for

processing long time series as they use a limited num-
ber of discrete levels. The scripts used were available
from the Wavelab toolbox for MATLAB (The Math-
works Inc.; http://www-stat.stanford.edu/∼wavelab/).

4. Results

Stationarity of time series is essential for flux calcula-
tion and other methodologies, such as surface renewal
analysis (Foken and Wichura, 1996; Spano et al., 2000;
Durden et al., 2013; Zeri et al., 2013; Cava et al., 2014).
Stationarity of air temperature was estimated for all
sites to assess its influence on the contribution of coher-
ent structures to the heat flux. The level of stationar-
ity for the temperature signal had a well-defined daily
cycle and differed significantly among the four sites
(Figure 2). In general, stationarity dropped during the
sunrise and sunset transitions, as expected, when the
surface heating or radiative cooling – which are nonsta-
tionary forcings by nature – create local circulations,
such as valley-crest wind flows or drainage of cold air
down the slopes of the terrain. The Caxiuanã site had
the highest level of stationarity, during daytime or night-
time. The tower is located near the Caxiuanã Bay, and
the flow associated with the water breezes is homo-
geneous, although short episodes of downbursts were
already reported for this site (Nogueira et al., 2006).
The second best site for stationarity of air temperature
was the Pantanal wetland, most likely due to the homo-
geneous flow over the flat terrain around the tower. In
addition, measurements at this site were carried out at
21 m, much higher than the average height of the sparse
vegetation in the area (∼4 m), and thus less disturbed
by the downbursts and outbursts to and from the canopy
space.

The sites with the lowest levels of stationarity were
Jaru and Manaus. The stationarity of the horizontal
wind speed (not shown) was also the lowest for the
Jaru site, when compared with other sites in the Ama-
zon (Zeri et al., 2013). Additionally, results reported
before using data from a tower on a different location
within the Jaru Reserve have indicated the influence
of low frequency motions on the variances and fluxes
(von Randow et al., 2002, 2006). The Manaus site is
located over an undulating terrain, and the valleys and
peaks contribute to drainage flow during the night and
horizontal advection during windy conditions (Araujo
et al., 2002; de Araújo et al., 2010). The characteristics
of the terrain are thus favorable to the existence of local
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Figure 2. Daily cycle of stationarity of air temperature measured by the sonic anemometer. With the exception of the dataset for
Pantanal, part of the results in this figure was already presented in Zeri et al. (2013). Here, only the dry seasons are shown.

circulations that disturb the flow over the canopy and
the stationarity of time series, fluxes and variances.

The contribution of coherent structures to the daytime
heat flux is shown in Figure 3, with cumulative sums
on the right column. The shape of the spectra was the
same for ejections (a) and sweeps (c) for the same sites.
While the spectra for ejections and sweeps was broader
for Pantanal, Caxiuanã and Manaus had narrow spec-
tra with peaks around 50 s. However, the peak for Jaru
was around 200 s, in agreement with the occurrence of
low frequency motions at this site. The cumulative con-
tribution of ejections and sweeps [panels (b) and (d)]
accounted together result in approximately 90–100%
of the flux (first row in Table 2). When the cumulative
sums are considered from the range of 0 to 100 s only,
the typical time scale of a coherent structure, the orga-
nized motions account for ≈80% of the heat flux, for
the forest site of Caxiuanã, followed by Manaus, Jaru
(70 and 66%) and Pantanal (55%). The lowest value for
Pantanal might be attributed to the stronger contribution
of high frequency fluctuations, with scales lower than
10 s. Measurements at the site were made at 21 m, which
is approximately twice the average height of the vege-
tation at the site. According to the ‘family portrait’ of
turbulence in Finnigan (2000), a collection of statistics
about turbulence over plant canopies, the skewness of
longitudinal and vertical velocity approach zero at twice
the canopy top, which means that the turbulence at this
height tends to be normally distributed just like a ran-
dom noise with high frequency. In addition, the stream-
wise and vertical length scales of turbulence increase
with height in that set of statistics, in agreement with
the higher spectral peak of approximately 80 s for Pan-
tanal, assuming a conversion between length and time
using Taylor’s hypothesis.

Table 2. Contribution of coherent structures to the heat flux
(percentage). First row: cumulative sum for all frequencies;
second row: cumulative sum from 10 to 200 s; third row:
sum from range 10–200 s, but accounting only periods with
stationarity of T signal within the top 10% of stationarity rate
(St_T ≥ 0.9) for each site.

Jaru Pantanal Manaus Caxiuanã

Total 90.14 98.11 92.90 102.95
10–200 s 66.13 55.50 71.82 80.63
10–200 s (stationary) 76.57 56.85 82.28 84.33

The difference in cumulative flux between sites shown
in the second row of Table 2 could be attributed to two
factors: differences in the level of stationarity or simply
differences among sites. The flow might be more or less
disturbed by the canopy elements, topography or local
circulations in each site, which in turn sets the stationar-
ity to site-specific levels. To test these two possibilities,
we selected only conditions when the stationarity rate
exceeded the 90th percentile in each site and calculated
the cumulative sum from 10–200 s, shown in the third
row of Table 2. The result is that selecting only sta-
tionary periods in each site improved the fraction of the
flux carried by coherent motions by 15% in Manaus and
Jaru, but only 5% for Caxiuanã, which had already high
levels of stationarity. This result shows the combined
effect of differences among sites and the level of station-
arity when accounting for the contribution of coherent
motions to fluxes of heat.

5. Conclusions

The contribution of organized motions to the fluxes of
heat, energy and scalars is variable from site to site, it
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Figure 3. Contribution of ejections and sweeps to the daytime buoyancy heat flux. (a) Ejections, (b) cumulative ejections, (c)
sweeps and (d) cumulative sweeps.

depends on the methodology used to detect the coher-
ent motions, and it is also dependent on the definition
of a coherent structure. In a previous work (Zeri and Sá,
2011a) it was reported that the typical period associated
with coherent structures is determinant when account-
ing for their contribution to fluxes. Here, it was shown
that an additional variable might be important when
considering the contribution: the level of stationarity of
time series used in the flux calculation, such as wind
velocity components and air temperature. Considering
only the forest sites used in this work, the site with the
lowest levels of stationarity (Jaru) was the one with the
lowest contribution of coherent motions to the buoy-
ancy heat flux, when considering the sum from 10 to
200 s. The level of stationarity and the location of the
peak contribution of organized motions are key factors
when calculating how much of the flux is due to the
coherent structures. In addition, not only site conditions
influence the cumulative sum but also the level of sta-
tionarity. When very stationary periods were selected
for each site the result was an increase in the contribu-
tion to fluxes of up to 15%. Several factors influence
the results on the contribution of coherent structures to
fluxes: the methodology used, the site conditions, the
definitions of what is a coherent structure. Here, in this
work, we contribute to this research by using the same
methodology on multiple sites, resulting that the level
of stationarity might also play a role when accounting
for the impact of coherent motions on the fluxes.
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